We tackle two major issues in automatic keyphrase extraction using scientific articles: candidate selection and feature engineering. To develop an efficient candidate selection method, we analyze the nature and variation of keyphrases and then select candidates using regular expressions. Secondly, we re-examine the existing features broadly used for the supervised approach, exploring different ways to enhance their performance. While most other approaches are supervised, we also study the optimal features for unsupervised keyphrase extraction. Our research has shown that effective candidate selection leads to better performance as evaluation accounts for candidate coverage. Our work also attests that many of existing features are also usable in unsupervised extraction.
Introduction
Keyphrases are simplex nouns or noun phrases (NPs) that represent the key ideas of the document. Keyphrases can serve as a representative summary of the document and also serve as high quality index terms. It is thus no surprise that keyphrases have been utilized to acquire critical information as well as to improve the quality of natural language processing (NLP) applications such as document summarizer (Dávanzo and Magnini, 2005) , information retrieval (IR) and document clustering (Hammouda et al., 2005) .
In the past, various attempts have been made to boost automatic keyphrase extraction performance based primarily on statistics Turney, 2003; Park et al., 2004; Wan and Xiao, 2008) and a rich set of heuristic features (Barker and Corrnacchia, 2000; Medelyan and Witten, 2006; Nguyen and Kan, 2007) . In Section 2, we give a more comprehensive overview of previous attempts.
Current keyphrase technology still has much room for improvement. First of all, although several candidate selection methods have been proposed for automatic keyphrase extraction in the past (e.g. Park et al., 2004; Nguyen and Kan, 2007) ), most of them do not effectively deal with various keyphrase forms which results in the ignorance of some keyphrases as candidates. Moreover, no studies thus far have done a detailed investigation of the nature and variation of manually-provided keyphrases. As a consequence, the community lacks a standardized list of candidate forms, which leads to difficulties in direct comparison across techniques during evaluation and hinders re-usability.
Secondly, previous studies have shown the effectiveness of their own features but not many compared their features with other existing features. That leads to a redundancy in studies and hinders direct comparison. In addition, existing features are specifically designed for supervised approaches with few exceptions. However, this approach involves a large amount of manual labor, thus reducing its utility for real-world application. Hence, unsupervised approach is inevitable in order to minimize manual tasks and to encourage utilization. It is a worthy study to attest the reliability and re-usability for the unsupervised approach in order to set up the tentative guideline for applications.
This paper targets to resolve these issues of candidate selection and feature engineering. In our work on candidate selection, we analyze the nature and variation of keyphrases with the purpose of proposing a candidate selection method which improves the coverage of candidates that occur in various forms. Our second contribution re-examines existing keyphrase extraction features reported in the literature, in terms of their effectiveness and re-usability. We test and compare the usefulness of each feature for further improvement. In addition, we assess how well these features can be applied in an unsupervised approach.
In the remaining sections, we describe an overview of related work in Section 2, our proposals on candidate selection and feature engineering in Section 4 and 5, our system architecture and data in Section 6. Then, we evaluate our proposals, discuss outcomes and conclude our work in Section 7, 8 and 9, respectively.
Related Work
The majority of related work has been carried out using statistical approaches, a rich set of symbolic resources and linguistically-motivated heuristics Turney, 1999; Barker and Corrnacchia, 2000; Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004; Nguyen and Kan, 2007) . Features used can be categorized into three broad groups: (1) document cohesion features (i.e. relationship between document and keyphrases) Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004; Medelyan and Witten, 2006; Nguyen and Kan, 2007) , and to lesser, (2) keyphrase cohesion features (i.e. relationship among keyphrases) (Turney, 2003) and (3) term cohesion features (i.e. relationship among components in a keyphrase) (Park et al., 2004) .
The simplest system is KEA ) that uses TF*IDF (i.e. term frequency * inverse document frequency) and first occurrence in the document. TF*IDF measures the document cohesion and the first occurrence implies the importance of the abstract or introduction which indicates the keyphrases have a locality. Turney (2003) added the notion of keyphrase cohesion to KEA features and Nguyen and Kan (2007) added linguistic features such as section information and suffix sequence. The GenEx system (Turney, 1999) employed an inventory of nine syntactic features, such as length in words and frequency of stemming phrase as a set of parametrized heuristic rules. Barker and Corrnacchia (2000) introduced a method based on head noun heuristics that took three features: length of candidate, frequency and head noun frequency. To take advantage of domain knowledge, Hulth et al. (2001) used a hierarchically-organized domain-specific thesaurus from Swedish Parliament as a secondary knowledge source. The Textract (Park et al., 2004 ) also ranks the candidate keyphrases by its judgment of keyphrases' degree of domain specificity based on subjectspecific collocations (Damerau, 1993) , in addition to term cohesion using Dice coefficient (Dice, 1945) . Recently, Wan and Xiao (2008) extracts automatic keyphrases from single documents, utilizing document clustering information. The assumption behind this work is that the documents with the same or similar topics interact with each other in terms of salience of words. The authors first clustered the documents then used the graphbased ranking algorithm to rank the candidates in a document by making use of mutual influences of other documents in the same cluster.
Keyphrase Analysis
In previous study, KEA employed the indexing words as candidates whereas others such as (Park et al., 2004; Nguyen and Kan, 2007) generated handcrafted regular expression rules. However, none carefully undertook the analysis of keyphrases. We believe there is more to be learned from the reference keyphrases themselves by doing a fine-grained, careful analysis of their form and composition. Note that we used the articles collected from ACM digital library for both analyzing keyphrases as well as evaluating methods. See Section 6 for data in detail.
Syntactically, keyphrases can be formed by either simplex nouns (e.g. algorithm, keyphrase, multi-agent) or noun phrases (NPs) which can be a sequence of nouns and their auxiliary words such as adjectives and adverbs (e.g. mobile network, fast computing, partially observable Markov decision process) despite few incidences. They can also incorporate a prepositional phrase (PP) (e.g. quality of service, policy of distributed caching). When keyphrases take the form of an NP with an attached PP (i.e. NPs in of-PP form), the preposition of is most common, but others such as for, in, via also occur (e.g. incentive for cooperation, inequality in welfare, agent security via approximate policy, trade in financial instrument based on logical formula). The patterns above correlate well to part-of-speech (POS) patterns used in modern keyphrase extraction systems.
However, our analysis uncovered additional linguistic patterns and alternations which other studies may have overlooked. In our study we also found that keyphrases also occur as a simple con- 
. belief desire intention = BDI, inverse document frequency = (IDF); Bayes' theorem, agent's dominant strategy).
A critical insight of our work is that keyphrases can be morphologically and semantically altered. Keyphrases that incorporate a PP or have an underlying genitive composition are often easily varied by word order alternation. Previous studies have used the altered keyphrases when forming in of-PP form. For example, quality of service can be altered to service quality, sometimes with little semantic difference. Also, as most morphological variation in English relates to noun number and verb inflection, keyphrases are subject to these rules as well (e.g. distributed system = distributing system, dynamical caching = dynamical cache). In addition, possessives tend to alternate with of-PP form (e.g. agent's goal = goal of agent, security's value = value of security).
Candidate Selection
We now describe our proposed candidate selection process. Candidate selection is a crucial step for automatic keyphrase extraction. This step is correlated to term extraction study since top N th ranked terms become keyphrases in documents. In previous study, KEA employed the indexing words as candidates whereas others such as (Park et al., 2004; Nguyen and Kan, 2007 ) generated handcrafted regular expression rules. However, none carefully undertook the analysis of keyphrases. In this section, before we present our method, we first describe the detail of keyphrase analysis.
In our keyphrase analysis, we observed that most of author assigned keyphrase and/or reader assigned keyphrase are syntactically more often simplex words and less often NPs. When keyphrases take an NP form, they tend to be a simple form of NPs. i.e. either without a PP or with only a PP or with a conjunction, but few appear as a mixture of such forms. We also noticed that the components of NPs are normally nouns and adjectives but rarely, are adverbs and verbs. As a result, we decided to ignore NPs containing adverbs and verbs in this study as our candidates since they tend to produce more errors and to require more complexity.
Another observation is that keyphrases containing more than three words are rare (i.e. 6% in our data set), validating what Paukkeri et al. (2008) observed. Hence, we apply a length heuristic. Our candidate selection rule collects candidates up to length 3, but also of length 4 for NPs in of-PP form, since they may have a non-genetive alternation that reduces its length to 3 (e.g. performance of distributed system = distributed system performance). In previous studies, words occurring at least twice are selected as candidates. However, during our acquisition of reader assigned keyphrase, we observed that readers tend to collect NPs as keyphrases, regardless of their frequency. Due to this, we apply different frequency thresholds for simplex words (>= 2) and NPs (>= 1). Note that 30% of NPs occurred only once in our data.
Finally, we generated regular expression rules to extract candidates, as presented in Table 1 . Our candidate extraction rules are based on those in Nguyen and Kan (2007) . However, our Rule6 for NPs in of-PP form broadens the coverage of possible candidates. i.e. with a given NPs in of-PP form, not only we collect simplex word(s), but we also extract non-of-PP form of NPs from noun phrases governing the PP and the PP. For example, our rule extracts effective algorithm of grid computing as well as effective algorithm and grid computing as candidates while the previous works' rules do not.
Feature Engineering
With a wider candidate selection criteria, the onus of filtering out irrelevant candidates becomes the responsibility of careful feature engineering. We list 25 features that we have found useful in extracting keyphrases, comprising of 9 existing and 16 novel and/or modified features that we introduce in our work (marked with * ). As one of our goals in feature engineering is to assess the suitability of features in the unsupervised setting, we have also indicated which features are suitable only for the supervised setting (S) or applicable to both (S, U).
Document Cohesion
Document cohesion indicates how important the candidates are for the given document. The most popular feature for this cohesion is TF*IDF but some works have also used context words to check the correlation between candidates and the given document. Other features for document cohesion are distance, section information and so on. We note that listed features other than TF*IDF are related to locality. That is, the intuition behind these features is that keyphrases tend to appear in specific area such as the beginning and the end of documents.
F1 : TF*IDF (S,U) TF*IDF indicates document cohesion by looking at the frequency of terms in the documents and is broadly used in previous work Nguyen and Kan, 2007) . However, a disadvantage of the feature is in requiring a large corpus to compute useful IDF. As an alternative, context words (Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004) can also be used to measure document cohesion. From our study of keyphrases, we saw that substrings within longer candidates need to be properly counted, and as such our method measures TF in substrings as well as in exact matches. For example, grid computing is often a substring of other phrases such as grid computing algorithm and efficient grid computing algorithm. We also normalize TF with respect to candidate types: i.e. we separately treat simplex words and NPs to compute TF. To make our IDFs broadly representative, we employed the Google n-gram counts, that were computed over terabytes of data. Given this large, generic source of word count, IDF can be incorporated without corpus-dependent processing, hence such features are useful in unsupervised approaches as well. The following list shows variations of TF*IDF, employed as features in our system.
• ( • (F1e*) normalized TF by candidate types as a separate feature
• (F1f*) IDF using Google n-gram F2 : First Occurrence (S,U) KEA used the first appearance of the word in the document . The main idea behind this feature is that keyphrases tend to occur in the beginning of documents, especially in structured reports (e.g., in abstract and introduction sections) and newswire.
F3 : Section Information (S,U) Nguyen and Kan (2007) used the identity of which specific document section a candidate occurs in. This locality feature attempts to identify key sections. For example, in their study of scientific papers, the authors weighted candidates differently depending on whether they occurred in the abstract, introduction, conclusion, section head, title and/or references.
F4* : Additional Section Information (S,U) We first added the related work or previous work as one of section information not included in Nguyen and Kan (2007) . We also propose and test a number of variations. We used the substrings that occur in section headers and reference titles as keyphrases. We counted the co-occurrence of candidates (i.e. the section TF) across all key sections that indicates the correlation among key sections. We assign section-specific weights as individual sections exhibit different propensities for generating keyphrases. For example, introduction contains the majority of keyphrases while the title or section head contains many fewer due to the variation in size.
• (F4a*) section, 'related/previous work'
• (F4b*) counting substring occurring in key sections
• (F4c*) section TF across all key sections
• (F4d*) weighting key sections according to the portion of keyphrases found F5* : Last Occurrence (S,U) Similar to distance in KEA , the position of the last occurrence of a candidate may also imply the importance of keyphrases, as keyphrases tend to appear in the last part of document such as the conclusion and discussion.
Keyphrase Cohesion
The intuition behind using keyphrase cohesion is that actual keyphrases are often associated with each other, since they are semantically related to topic of the document. Note that this assumption holds only when the document describes a single, coherent topic -a document that represents a collection may be first need to be segmented into its constituent topics.
F6* : Co-occurrence of Another Candidate in Section (S,U) When candidates co-occur in several key sections together, then they are more likely keyphrases. Hence, we used the number of sections that candidates co-occur. F7* : Title overlap (S) In a way, titles also represent the topics of their documents. A large collection of titles in the domain can act as a probabilistic prior of what words could stand as constituent words in keyphrases. In our work, as we examined scientific papers from computer science, we used a collection of titles obtained from the large CiteSeer 1 collection to create this feature.
• (F7a*) co-occurrence (Boolean) in title collocation
• (F7b*) co-occurrence (TF) in title collection original work, a large, external web corpus was used to obtain the similarity judgments. As we did not have access to the same web corpus and all candidates/keyphrases were not found in the Google n-gram corpus, we approximated this feature using a similar notion of contextual similarity. We simulated a latent 2-dimensional matrix (similar to latent semantic analysis) by listing all candidate words in rows and their neighboring words (nouns, verbs, and adjectives only) in columns. The cosine measure is then used to compute the similarity among keyphrases.
Term Cohesion
Term cohesion further refines the candidacy judgment, by incorporating an internal analysis of the candidate's constituent words. Term cohesion posits that high values for internal word association measures correlates indicates that the candidate is a keyphrase (Church and Hanks, 1989) . (Dice, 1945) to measure term cohesion particularly for multiword terms. In their work, as NPs are longer than simplex words, they simply discounted simplex word cohesion by 10%. In our work, we vary the measure of TF used in Dice coefficient, similar to our discussion earlier.
• (F9a) term cohesion by (Park et al., 2004) ,
• (F9b*) normalized TF by candidate types (i.e. simplex words vs. NPs),
• (F9c*) applying different weight by candidate types,
• (F9d*) normalized TF and different weighting by candidate types
Other Features
F10 : Acronym (S) Nguyen and Kan (2007) accounted for the importance of acronym as a feature. We found that this feature is heavily dependent on the data set. Hence, we used it only for N&K to attest our candidate selection method. F11 : POS sequence (S) Hulth and Megyesi (2006) pointed out that POS sequences of keyphrases are similar. It showed the distinctive distribution of POS sequences of keyphrases and use them as a feature. Like acronym, this is also subject to the data set. Nguyen and Kan (2007) also used a candidate's suffix sequence as a feature, to capture the propensity of English to use certain Latin derivational morphology for technical keyphrases. This feature is also a data dependent features, thus used in supervised approach only.
F12 : Suffix sequence (S) Similar to acronym,
F13 : Length of Keyphrases (S,U) Barker and Corrnacchia (2000) showed that candidate length is also a useful feature in extraction as well as in candidate selection, as the majority of keyphrases are one or two terms in length.
System and Data
To assess the performance of the proposed candidate selection rules and features, we implemented a keyphrase extraction pipe line. We start with raw text of computer science articles converted from PDF by pdftotext. Then, we partitioned the into section such as title and sections via heuristic rules and applied sentence segmenter 2 , ParsCit 3 (Councill et al., 2008) for reference collection, part-of-speech tagger 4 and lemmatizer 5 (Minnen et al., 2001 ) of the input. After preprocessing, we built both supervised and unsupervised classifiers using Naive Bayes from the WEKA machine learning toolkit (Witten and Frank, 2005) , Maximum Entropy 6 , and simple weighting.
In evaluation, we collected 250 papers from four different categories 7 of the ACM digital library. Each paper was 6 to 8 pages on average. In author assigned keyphrase, we found many were missing or found as substrings. To remedy this, we collected reader assigned keyphrase by hiring senior year undergraduates in computer science, each whom annotated five of the papers with an annotation guideline and on average, took about 15 minutes to annotate each paper. The final statistics of keyphrases is presented in Table  2 where Combined represents the total number of keyphrases. The numbers in () denotes the number of keyphrases in of-PP form. Found means the 6 http://maxent.sourceforge.net/index.html 7 C2.4 (Distributed Systems), H3.3 (Information Search and Retrieval), I2.11 (Distributed Artificial IntelligenceMultiagent Systems) and J4 (Social and Behavioral SciencesEconomics) number of author assigned keyphrase and reader assigned keyphrase found in the documents. (Park et al., 2004) , F13:length of keyphrases. Best-TF*IDF means using all best features but TF*IDF.
In Tables 3 and 4 , C denotes the classifier technique: unsupervised (U) or supervised using Maximum Entropy (S) 8 .
In Table 5 , the performance of each feature is measured using N&K system and the target feature. + indicates an improvement, -indicates a performance decline, and ? indicates no effect or unconfirmed due to small changes of performances. Again, supervised denotes Maximum Entropy training and Unsupervised is our unsupervised approach.
Discussion
We compared the performances over our candidate selection and feature engineering with simple KEA , N&K and our baseline system. In evaluating candidate selection, we found that longer Table 5 : Performance on Each Feature length candidates play a role to be noises so decreased the overall performance. We also confirmed that candidate alternation offered the flexibility of keyphrases leading higher candidate coverage as well as better performance.
To re-examine features, we analyzed the impact of existing and new features and their variations. First of all, unlike previous studies, we found that the performance with and without TF*IDF did not lead to a large difference which indicates the impact of TF*IDF was minor, as long as other features are incorporated. Secondly, counting substrings for TF improved performance, while applying term weighting for TF and/or IDF did not impact on the performance. We estimated the cause that many of keyphrases are substrings of candidates and vice versa. Thirdly, section information was also validated to improve performance, as in Nguyen and Kan (2007) . Extending this logic, modeling additional section information (related work) and weighting sections both turned out to be useful features. Other locality features were also validated as helpful: both first occurrence and last occurrence are helpful as it implies the locality of the key ideas. In addition, keyphrase co-occurrence with selected sections was proposed in our work and found empirically useful. Term cohesion (Park et al., 2004 ) is a useful feature although it has a heuristic factor that reduce the weight by 10% for simplex words. Normally, term cohesion is subject to NPs only, hence it needs to be extended to work with multi-word NPs as well. Table 5 summarizes the reflections on each feature.
As unsupervised methods have the appeal of not needing to be trained on expensive hand-annotated data, we also compared the performance of supervised and unsupervised methods. Given the features initially introduced for supervised learning, unsupervised performance is surprisingly high. While supervised classifier produced a matching count of 3.15, the unsupervised classifier obtains a count of 2.61. We feel this indicates that the existing features for supervised methods are also suitable for use in unsupervised methods, with slightly reduced performance. In general, we observed that the best features in both supervised and unsupervised methods are the same -section information and candidate length. In our analysis of the impact of individual features, we observed that most features affect performance in the same way for both supervised and unsupervised approaches, as shown in Table 5 . These findings indicate that although these features may be been originally designed for use in a supervised approach, they are stable and can be expected to perform similar in unsupervised approaches.
Conclusion
We have identified and tackled two core issues in automatic keyphrase extraction: candidate selection and feature engineering. In the area of candidate selection, we observe variations and alternations that were previously unaccounted for. Our selection rules expand the scope of possible keyphrase coverage, while not overly expanding the total number candidates to consider. In our re-examination of feature engineering, we compiled a comprehensive feature list from previous works while exploring the use of substrings in devising new features. Moreover, we also attested to each feature's fitness for use in unsupervised approaches, in order to utilize them in real-world applications with minimal cost.
